CHPA Linkedin Testimonials


Raymond L., Senior Security Analyst/Security Engineer at Purdue Pharma LP
Greater New York City Area

The CHPA training program is detailed and well structured. It allows practitioners in the healthcare industry to become fluent and proficient in the HIPAA laws. The presentation and delivery of the course is top notch.

March 26, 2014 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/raymond-lai/1/b/b34

Gajula A., Attended Illinois State University
Greater Milwaukee Area

CHPA training is very well organised and very beneficial for the starters in the healthcare industry. The description about the privacy rule and security rule was very well with examples. Main advantage is having details about the Omni bus rule. I feel very confident about my understanding of the privacy laws and requirements for business associates dealing with HIPAA. I have taken CHPA course I felt the course was very well organised in two hours.

March 13, 2014 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/gajula-aravind/88/158/ab2
Adam E. A., Major & Medical Training Officer (S3) at 132nd Medical Battalion, 76th Support Brigade, State Guard Medical Corps.
Greater Atlanta Area

The CHPA Course was very user friendly and allowed the trainee to go at their own pace. The course is divided into two sections, the first covering the Privacy Rule and the second covering the Security Rule. This course precisely met my goals & expectations in that I now have a good understanding of the basics of both the HIPAA Privacy Rule & the Security Rule. Definitely would recommend this course...a good value for the money.

May 29, 2013 · Flag

Jennifer K., Independent Doctor of Optometry
Louisville, Kentucky Area

This web site is a wonderful way to get the training for my staff for the HIPAA guidelines. It is easier than trying to get to a classroom and take the test.

September 12, 2013 · Flag

Bhuvana Selvadurai C., IT Security Analyst-IGA Team Lead at IBM
Greater New York City Area

The online course was very conveying regardless of Exam perspective. The Course covered security, privacy, omnibus,HITECH Act and a lot more.Altogether, it was worth it. I strongly recommend this course.

February 1, 2014 · Flag

Lindsey O., Account Executive at United Risk Solutions, Inc.
Medford, Oregon Area

Having an online course like the CHPA is very helpful in a busy workplace. This course included lots of detailed information that would be useful for an employer looking to assure they are meeting the HIPPA requirements. I would recommend this course.

June 4, 2013 · Flag
Marcia C., Account Executive at Calvo’s Insurance
Northern Mariana Islands

I was astounded on how detailed information the training presents on privacy and security, which is essential to have in mind when dealing with information/records. The training also provides general awareness of HIPAA which is crucial. Thus, practical and well-constructive course which I recommend.

September 18, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/marcia-calvo/48/63a/543

Tom T., Technical Specialist at Southwest Research Institute
United States

The CHPA Test is an excellent means our Institute can show they understand the importance of keeping the HIPAA law in place. Employees now have the opportunity to learn everything including the electronically technical aspect of the HIPAA Law by taking this course.

October 16, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/tom-thomas-pastrano/61/500/a80

Sarah P., Paralegal at Luttrell | Zucker Law Group
San Antonio, Texas Area

I took the CHPA course offered by Supremus Group LLC. It was extremely informative and extensive in its coverage. I feel very confident about my understanding of the privacy laws and requirements for business associates dealing with HIPAA sensitive documents. I recommend this program to anyone who must deal with PHI in their work.

April 8, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/sarah-pitts/6a/105/ba5

Laurie G., Program Manager at National Kidney Foundation of Michigan
Greater Detroit Area

The CHPA HIPAA educational/certification course was thorough and gave me a greater understanding of the issues associated with managing our HIPAA efforts. I was able to gain a wealth of information in a short period of time.

June 10, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/laurie-gustafson/13/6a2/86a
**Tracey R.**, Sr. Software Support Analyst - BI Tools at Cobalt Talon  
Greater Atlanta Area

Coming from a Retail background I didn't have a lot of experience in the Healthcare Industry. This training has provided me a better understanding of the HIPAA Privacy and Security laws. I highly recommend this training to anyone that is new to the Healthcare industry.

December 11, 2013 · Flag

http://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=26151770&authType=name&authToken=d0XS&trk=hb_up

**Derek L.**, Managing Consultant at PA Consulting Group  
Greater Boston Area

Having recently taken the HIPAA training and achieved the certification I would like to say that the course thoroughly covered the required content and helped me to fully understand the nuances of the privacy and security rules.

August 1, 2013 · Flag

http://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=2404217&authType=name&authToken=zqTB&trk=hb_up

**John M.**, Senior Infrastructure Specialist at New Mexico Gas Company  
Albuquerque, New Mexico Area

This is a great way to learn the HIPAA guidelines. This is very thorough and helpful. I would definitely recommend this to anyone that needs or wants to learn HIPAA.

August 31, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/john-martin/10/813/497

**Alli A.**, Attended University of Colorado Boulder  
Greater Denver Area

I searched through many different programs that offered similar HIPAA Certifications and this one is by far the most professional and in depth. The information this course provides is essential and very helpful for anyone who is interested in or already is in a healthcare position.

November 21, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/alli-atkin/86/53a/944
Anusha G., Senior Associate Consultant-Oracle at NTT DATA India Enterprise Application Services Private Limited
Bengaluru Area, India

This course is very well structured, conceptualized and informative. The descriptions for every content so crisp and clear. I would recommend this for beginners with HIPAA.

April 29, 2013 · Flag

http://www.linkedin.com/pub/anusha-gopinath/18/996/51

Anastasia Y., Assistant Manager at Innsbrook Stables
Greater St. Louis Area

This is the perfect course for someone trying to gain a general knowledge about HIPAA privacy and security. I know this course will help me an edge over other career seekers. I really enjoy how this course allows you to go at your own pace, gives you the ability to take notes along with the slides and let's you go back at a later time to review. I appreciate how helpful Bob has been and plan on taking other courses in the future.

November 12, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/anastasia-young/71/9a6/b83

Luke T., Systems Technician at Comprehensive Pharmacy Services
Greater Minneapolis-St. Paul Area

I only had a very basic understanding of what HIPAA was before taking this course. After taking the course I feel confident in my knowledge about HIPAA and how to better handle situations involving PHI as they may arise. It's very important that PHI is handled correctly and this course is a great start for anyone.

February 12, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/luke-trombley/65/842/9b9

Sarah P., Paralegal at Luttrell | Zucker Law Group
San Antonio, Texas Area

I took the CHPA course offered by Supremus Group LLC. It was extremely informative and extensive in its coverage. I feel very confident about my understanding of the privacy laws and requirements for business associates dealing with HIPAA sensitive documents. I recommend this program to anyone who must deal with PHI in their work.

April 8, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/sarah-pitts/6a/105/ba5
Alexandra S., Account Manager at Engineered Specialty Products, Inc.
Greater Atlanta Area

As someone looking to enter a career in Pharmaceutical sales, this HIPAA certification was the perfect option. The training session was easy to follow. Great customer service and very reasonable pricing for both the exam and preparation materials. Highly recommend!

February 12, 2014 - Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/alexandra-sheats/69/291/811

Bill C., V.P., Business Development at Cobalt Talon
Greater Atlanta Area

This training provided me with a clearer understanding of the HIPAA rules and regulations. I completed the Certified HIPAA Privacy Associate training utilizing this company's on-line training program and found the course to be thorough and helpful. The program included two very detailed training sessions on the HIPAA Privacy Rule and HIPAA Security Rule.

November 4, 2013 - Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/bill-chamberlain/0/8b3/311

Christopher P., Student at Nova Southeastern University
Miami/Fort Lauderdale Area

I found this site very informative and full of useful information. I highly recommend any health profession students who need to get HIPAA certification before entering school to try this course. It will definitely have you fully prepared for any type of situation that might arise in the workplace.

July 3, 2013 - Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/christopher-pearson/76/136/617

David R., Deputy General Manager - EMR Applications at Anthelio Healthcare Solutions
Hyderabad Area, India

This program gives a very good insight of the HIPAA regulations that all the US healthcare professionals should know. Training is very well planned and helps every one to understand the concepts very clearly. I would recommend this program.

February 10, 2013 - Flag

http://www.linkedin.com/pub/david-raju/4/5a9/71a
Michael M., Director of Human Resources and Talent Acquisitions at IntellChart
Charlotte, North Carolina Area

I took the CHPA course was very surprised how much I learned. I was able to further my understanding about HIPAA laws, regulations and how it applies in to my future career. The module was very informative and through. You have the opportunity to listen, take notes, and pause when necessary so you can choose your own pace to go at. I would recommend this to anyone going into the healthcare field especially, but it is a really great course for any professional to take.

April 19, 2013 · Flag


Katelynn D. N., Project Manager, Boutique Facility Development/Client Relations at ConneXion Research
Houston, Texas Area

I would recommend this to anyone who needs to get certified. It was not easy but I did get my certification. Thanks!

February 8, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/in/kateconnexionresearch

Raghu R., Management Consultant at PA Consulting Group
Greater New York City Area

If you are a professional in the Healthcare industry then I strongly recommend HIPAA training and the CHPA certification. I found the CHPA course to be user friendly and helpful to gain the requisite knowledge to take the CHPA certification test.

July 8, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/in/raghuraghunath

Lucinda B., Employee Benefits Account Coordinator at United Risk Solutions, Inc.
Medford, Oregon Area

The CHPA course was insightful and structured in an easy to follow manner. I have a very busy schedule and having the 24/7 course flexibility was great as well as the ability to pause the course when interruptions arose. Definitely would recommend this course.

May 23, 2013 · Flag

M. Shannon J., Director of Audits & Founder at Privacy Audits Inc.  
Columbia, South Carolina Area  
This training was a thorough look at HIPAA compliance and gave me 'practical' knowledge to use in everyday business privacy practices.  
February 7, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/in/mshannonjones

Althea D., IT audit manager/risk/compliance consultant at Ahochad Services  
Greater New York City Area  
This course has a great deal of good information. It has help me to understand the depth of HIPAA Privacy Rule. I recommend this to anyone who needs to gain knowledge relating to HIPAA. The instructor is extremely helpful and has a great understanding and patience for helping others.  
June 24, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/althea-da-silva/0/bb2/b5a

Marcia C., Account Executive at Calvo's Insurance  
Northern Mariana Islands  
I was astounded on how detailed information the training presents on privacy and security, which is essential to have in mind when dealing with information/ records. The training also provides general awareness of HIPAA which is crucial. Thus, practical and well-constructive course which I recommend.  
September 18, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/marcia-calvo/48/63a/543

Al C., Principal at Crew & Associates  
Greater New York City Area  
Great site for online training! The HIPAA certification course was well-constructed and easy to work through at my own pace. Definitely recommend for anyone who needs the certification.  
July 7, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/in/alcrew
Kenneth J. R., Healthcare Consultant at ComplyAssistant
Greater New York City Area
I just completed the Certified HIPAA Privacy Associate training with this company's software and it is all that it is advertised to be. I received two very detailed training sessions on the HIPAA Privacy Rule and HIPAA Security Rule. These training have provided me with a clearer understanding of the HIPAA rules and regulations.
August 20, 2013 · Flag

Tracey R., Sr. Software Support Analyst - BI Tools at Cobalt Talon
Greater Atlanta Area
Coming from a Retail background I didn’t have a lot of experience in the Healthcare industry. This training has provided me a better understanding of the HIPAA Privacy and Security laws. I highly recommend this training to anyone that is new to the Healthcare industry.
December 11, 2013 · Flag

srinivas M., Health care analyst at Hiss
Dallas/Fort Worth Area
CHPA course is very well organised and it provided complete information on HIPAA Omnibus rule privacy and security rules. Training is simple and easy to understand I recommend this course to have a good understanding on HIPAA.
January 29, 2014 · Flag

Jennifer K., Independent Doctor of Optometry
Louisville, Kentucky Area
This web site is a wonderful way to get the training for my staff for the HIPAA guidelines. It is easier than trying to get to a classroom and take the test.
September 12, 2013 · Flag
Audry C., --
United States
This course provide me with good information, in a plain language. It has help me to gain knowledge of HIPAA Privacy Rule. I recommend this to anyone who needs to understand HIPAA rules/regulations.

September 10, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/audry-contreras/19/507/a30

Li L., product assistant at Sursen
China
The on-line courses is so wonderful. I have learned a lot. Now I know much about HIPAA. It is an interesting courses for me. I got so many knowledge of HIPAA. The CHPA Test is an excellent means our institute can show they understand the importance of keeping the HIPAA law in place. Employees now have the opportunity to learn everything including the electronically technical aspect of the HIPAA Law by taking this course.

October 29, 2013 · Flag

http://www.linkedin.com/pub/li-li/52/818/81b

Pankaj V., Information Assurance and Forensics Expert at Public Service Enterprise Group
Greater New York City Area
A well structured course, designed for both healthcare professionals and for individuals who would like to get an overview of HIPAA privacy and security rules. I recommend this course to anyone who needs to develop or expand their knowledgebase in healthcare industry.

March 25, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/in/vermap

Allyce S., Program Coordinator at National Kidney Foundation of Michigan
Greater Detroit Area
September 18, 2013 · Flag

Daniel J., Clinical Research Associate I at Rho Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina Area
February 6, 2013 • Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/daniel-jacobsen/20/3b6/727

Daniel T., Analyst at PA Consulting Group
Allentown, Pennsylvania Area
July 5, 2013 • Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/daniel-tranotti/67/254/243

Martin B., Clinical Project Manager at InSightec
Israel
February 10, 2013 • Flag

http://www.linkedin.com/pub/martin-bernstein/1b/260/515

Linda B., IT Associate/ PM at Thermo Fisher Scientific
Greater New York City Area
August 1, 2013 • Flag

www.linkedin.com/in/lindabarros
Sarah P., Paralogal at Lufthall | Zuckar Law Group
San Antonio, Texas Area

I took the CHPA course offered by Supremus Group LLC. It was extremely informative and extensive in its coverage. I feel very confident about my understanding of the privacy laws and requirements for business associates dealing with HIPAA sensitive documents. I recommend this program to anyone who must deal with PHI in their work.

April 8, 2013

Bill C., V.P., Business Development at Cobalt Talon
Greater Atlanta Area

This training provided me with a clear understanding of the HIPAA rules and regulations. I completed the Certified HIPAA Privacy Associate training utilizing this company's on-line training program and found the course to be thorough and helpful. The program included two very detailed training sessions on the HIPAA Privacy Rule and HIPAA Security Rule.

November 4, 2013

I definitely recommend for those who are in the Healthcare system to get the knowledge and the certification to better understand the rules and regulation of HIPAA.

February 7, 2013

Diane F., Consultant and President at PatientSpeak Consulting
Greater New York City Area

A wonderful resource.

March 12, 2013

Anusha G., Senior Associate Consultant-Oracle at NTT DATA India Enterprise Application Services Private Limited
Bengaluru Area, India

This course is very well structured, conceptualized and informative. The descriptions for every content is crisp and clear. I would recommend this for beginners with HIPAA.

April 29, 2013

Robin F., Substance Abuse Counselor at Recovery Network of Programs
Greater New York City Area

I feel that this CHPA training was highly beneficial. Working in the mental health care field, I need to be aware of all of the policies and procedures surrounding HIPAA and the specific requirements for my current role. This training clarified and reinforced a large amount of information, was easy to follow, and allowed the time for taking notes and the ability to go back to slides for further review. I highly recommend this course.

February 28, 2014
Michael M., Director of Human Resources and Talent Acquisitions at InteChart
Charlotte, North Carolina Area
I took the CHPA course and was very surprised how much I learned. I was able to further my understanding about HIPAA laws, regulations and how it applies to my future career. The modules were easy to follow and there were the opportunity to take notes and pause when necessary so you can choose your own pace to go at. I would recommend this to anyone going into the healthcare field especially, but it is a really great course for any professional to take.
April 19, 2013 - Flag

Anastasia Y., Assistant Manager at Firebrook Fabries
Greater St. Louis Area
This is the perfect course for someone trying to gain a general knowledge about HIPAA privacy and security. I know this course will help give me an edge over other career seekers. I really enjoy how this course allows you to go at your own pace, gives you the ability to take notes along with the videos and lets you go back at a later time to review. I appreciate how helpful Bob has been and plan on taking other courses in the future.
November 12, 2013 - Flag

Marco G., Account Executive at Gabriel’s Insurance
Northern Marianas Islands
I was astonished on how detailed information the training presents on privacy and security, which is essential to have in mind when dealing with information/records. The training also provides general awareness of HIPAA which is crucial. Thus, practical and well-constructed course which I recommend.
September 10, 2013 - Flag

Angela T., Vice President, Human Resources at Technology Credit Union
San Francisco Bay Area
If your company runs a self-insured healthcare plan, this training is ideal. I love the flexibility and friendly, responsive staff.
February 6, 2013 - Flag

Laurie G., Program Manager at National Kidney Foundation of Michigan
Greater Detroit Area
The CHPA HIPAA education/medication course was thorough and gave me a greater understanding of the issues associated with managing our HIPAA efforts. I was able to gain a wealth of information in a short period of time.
June 10, 2013 - Flag

Derek L., Managing Consultant at PA Consulting Group
Greater Boston Area
Having recently taken the HIPAA training and achieved the certification I would like to say that the course thoroughly covered the required content and helped me to fully understand the nuances of the privacy and security rules.
August 1, 2013 - Flag

Francesco F., Management consultant at PA Consulting Group
Greater New York City Area
I found the CHPA course to be very helpful in achieving a solid understanding of the HIPAA Privacy Rule and Security Rule. The online course module is user-friendly, easy to navigate through and...
Francesco F., Management consultant at PA Consulting Group
Created New York City Area
I found the CHPA course to be very helpful in achieving a solid understanding of the HIPAA Privacy Rule and Security Rule. The online course module is user-friendly, easy to navigate through and allows you to go through the course material in your own pace.
July 3, 2013 - Flag

Anuha G., Senior Associate Consultant Oracle at NTT DATA India Enterprise Application Services Private Limited
Bangaluru Area, India
This course is very well structured, conceptualized and informative. The descriptions for every content are crisp and clear. I would recommend this for beginners with HIPAA.
April 29, 2013 - Flag

Christopher P., Student at Nova Southeastern University
Miami/Fort Lauderdale Area
I found this site very informative and full of useful information. I highly recommend any health profession students who need to get HIPAA certification before entering school to try this course. It will definitely have you fully prepared for any type of situation that might arise in the workplace.
July 3, 2013 - Flag

Tracey R., Sr. Software Support Analyst - B2B Tools at Cobalt Talon
Greater Atlanta Area

Anuha G., Senior Associate Consultant Oracle at NTT DATA India Enterprise Application Services Private Limited
Bangaluru Area, India
This course is very well structured, conceptualized and informative. The descriptions for every content are crisp and clear. I would recommend this for beginners with HIPAA.
April 29, 2013 - Flag

Christopher P., Student at Nova Southeastern University
Miami/Fort Lauderdale Area
I found this site very informative and full of useful information. I highly recommend any health profession students who need to get HIPAA certification before entering school to try this course. It will definitely have you fully prepared for any type of situation that might arise in the workplace.
July 3, 2013 - Flag

Tracey R., Sr. Software Support Analyst - B2B Tools at Cobalt Talon
Greater Atlanta Area
Coming from a retail background I didn't have a lot of experience in the healthcare industry. This training has provided me a better understanding of the HIPAA Privacy and Security laws. Highly recommend this training to anyone that is new to the Healthcare industry.
December 11, 2013 - Flag
Tom T., Technical Specialist at Southwest Research Institute  

The HIPAA Test is an excellent means for our institute to ensure employees understand the importance of keeping the HIPAA law in place. Employees now have the opportunity to learn everything including the electronically technical aspect of the HIPAA Law by taking this course.

October 16, 2013 - Flag

Audrey C., United States  

This course provided me with good information, in a plain language. It has helped me gain knowledge of HIPAA Privacy Rule. I recommend this to anyone who needs to understand HIPAA rules and regulations.

September 10, 2013 - Flag

Michael M., Director of Human Resources and Talent Acquisitions at IntellChart  

I took the HIPAA course was very surprised how much I learned. I was able to further my understanding about HIPAA laws, regulations and how it applies to my future career. The module was very informative and thorough. You have the opportunity to learn, take notes, and pause when necessary so you can choose your own pace to go at. I would recommend this to anyone going into the healthcare field, especially, but it is a really great course for any professional to take.

April 19, 2013 - Flag

Laurie G., Program Manager at National Kidney Foundation of Michigan  

The HIPAA education and certification course was thorough and gave me a greater understanding of the issues associated with managing our HIPAA efforts. I was able to gain a wealth of information in a short period of time.

June 10, 2013 - Flag

Kathy P., Credentialing Manager, Risk Management Coordinator at Consulting Radiologists, Ltd  

I was pleased with how detailed, thorough and practical the information was. It gave me a greater understanding of the nuances of the privacy and security rules. I would recommend it to others seeking certification.

September 22, 2013 - Flag

Sunday A. Adefina, Manager Special Investigations Unit at Simply Healthcare Plans Miami/Fort Lauderdale Area  

I enjoyed the HIPAA course and learned a lot about the new privacy law. I would recommend this for healthcare practitioners.

September 26, 2013 - Flag

Rhonda C., Environmental Compliance Manager/Paralegal at Brookshire Brothers, Ltd  

People Also Recommend

- Certified HIPAA Privacy Expert (CHPE)
- Certified HIPAA Privacy Security Expert (CHPSE)
- Certified HIPAA Security Expert (CISE)
Rhonda C., Environmental Compliance Manager/Paralegal at Brookshire Brothers, Ltd
Tyler, Texas Area
This class was a challenge because I wasn’t aware of all the different concepts that cover HIPAA. It was very interesting and informative. I would recommend this class for anyone wanting to know more about HIPAA.
March 4, 2013 - Flag

Kenneth J. R., Healthcare Consultant at ComplyAssistant
Greater New York City Area
I just completed the Certified HIPAA Privacy Associate training with this company’s software and it is all that it is advertised to be. I received two very detailed training sessions on the HIPAA Privacy Rule and HIPAA Security Rule. These training have provided me with a clearer understanding of the HIPAA rules and regulations.
August 30, 2013 - Flag

Francesco F., Management consultant at FA Consulting Group
Greater New York City Area
I found the CHPA course to be very helpful in achieving a solid understanding of the HIPAA Privacy Rule and Security Rule. The online course module is user-friendly, easy to navigate through and allows you to go through the course material in your own pace.
July 3, 2013 - Flag

M. Shannon J., Director of Audits & Founder at Privacy Audits Inc.
Columbia, South Carolina Area
This training was a thorough look at HIPAA compliance and gave me “practical” knowledge to use in everyday business privacy practices.
February 7, 2013 - Flag

Rule and HIPAA Security Rule. These training have provided me with a clearer understanding of the HIPAA rules and regulations.
August 30, 2013 - Flag

Francesco F., Management consultant at FA Consulting Group
Greater New York City Area
I found the CHPA course to be very helpful in achieving a solid understanding of the HIPAA Privacy Rule and Security Rule. The online course module is user-friendly, easy to navigate through and allows you to go through the course material in your own pace.
July 3, 2013 - Flag

M. Shannon J., Director of Audits & Founder at Privacy Audits Inc.
Columbia, South Carolina Area
This training was a thorough look at HIPAA compliance and gave me “practical” knowledge to use in everyday business privacy practices.
February 7, 2013 - Flag
Rhonda C., Environmental Compliance Manager at Brookshire Brothers, Ltd. Tyler, Texas Area.

This class was a challenge because I wasn’t aware of any different concepts that covered HIPAA. It was very interesting and informative. I would recommend this class for anyone wanting to know more about HIPAA.

March 4, 2013 - Flag

John M., Senior Infrastructure Specialist at New Mexico Gas Company Albuquerque, New Mexico Area.

This is a great way to learn the HIPAA guidelines. This is very thorough and helpful. I would definitely recommend this to anyone that needs or wants to learn HIPAA.

August 31, 2013 - Flag

Tom T., Technical Specialist at Southwest Research Institute.

The CHPA Test is an excellent means our institute can show they understand the importance of keeping the HIPAA laws in place. Employees now have the opportunity to learn everything including the electronically technical aspect of the HIPAA laws by taking this course.

October 10, 2013 - Flag

Shannon C., Nursing Student at Pitt Community College Greenville, North Carolina Area.

I took the CHPA course from this company and was very surprised how much I learned. I was able to further my understanding about HIPAA laws, regulations and how it applies to my future career. The module was very informative and thorough. You have the opportunity to listen, take notes, and pause when necessary so you can choose your own pace to go at. I would recommend this to anyone going into the healthcare field especially, but it is a really great course for any professional to take.

March 26, 2013 - Flag

Dr. Art M., Advisor at Healthcare Information Technologies, LLC Mumbai Area, India

I found this training most flexible, simple to understand, “learn at your pace” covering more than basics of HIPAA including Privacy and security rules and is up to date with the ARRA’sHITECH act. Even terminology is explained and simplified with relevant examples. The course is a high recall value and provides speedy yet effective, efficient and feel learning course. I strongly recommend this training to every stakeholder in Healthcare’s value chain.

February 6, 2013 - Flag

smita M., Health care analyst at Has Daksh/Fort Worth Area

CHPA course is very well organized and it provided complete information on HIPAA Omnibus rule privacy and security rules. Training is simple and easy to understand I recommend this course to have a good understanding of HIPAA.

January 29, 2014 - Flag
All A, IT Service Support
United States
The CHPA course is very educational and useful. It shares detailed information on HIPAA Privacy and Security rules. It is a great overview course to get started with HIPAA rules and procedures.
July 11, 2013 - Flag

M. Shannon J., Director of Audits & Founder at Privacy Audits Inc.
Columbia, South Carolina Area
This training was a thorough look at HIPAA compliance and gave me practical knowledge to use in everyday business privacy practices.
February 7, 2013 - Flag

Jennifer K., Independent Doctor of Optometry
Louisville, Kentucky Area
This web site is a wonderful way to get the training for my staff for the HIPAA guidelines. It is easier than trying to get to a classroom and take the test.
September 12, 2013 - Flag

David R., Deputy General Manager - EMR Applications at Anthelio Healthcare Solutions
Hyderabad Area, India
This program gave a very good insight of the HIPAA regulations that all the US healthcare professionals should know. Training is very well planned and helps every one to understand the concepts very clearly. I would recommend this program.
February 10, 2013 - Flag

All Recommendations

M. Shannon J., Director of Audits & Founder at Privacy Audits Inc.
Columbia, South Carolina Area
This training was a thorough look at HIPAA compliance and gave me practical knowledge to use in everyday business privacy practices.
February 7, 2013 - Flag

Shannon C., Nursing Student at PITT Community College
Greenville, North Carolina Area
I took the CHPA course from this company and was very surprised how much I learned. I was able to further my understanding about HIPAA laws, regulations and how it applies in my future career. The module was very informative and thorough. You have the opportunity to listen, take notes, and pause when necessary so you can choose your own pace to go at. I would recommend this to anyone going into the healthcare field especially, but it is a really great course for any professional to take.
March 20, 2013 - Flag

I definitely recommend for those who are in the Healthcare system to get the knowledge and the certification to better understand the rules and regulation of HIPAA.
February 7, 2013 - Flag

Buy 5 get 1 free for limited time
Register 5 CHPA students and get 6th registration free.
Luka T., Systems Technician at Comprehensive Pharmacy Services
Greater Minneapolis-St. Paul Area
I can't stress enough how great this class was! I feel that the course itself was well-structured and well-organized, covering all the important topics in a way that was easy to follow. The course was excellent and I would highly recommend it to anyone.
February 12, 2013 - Flag

Aly A., Attended University of Colorado Boulder
Glenwood Springs Area
I attended some other courses on HIPAA at various universities and this one was the best. It covered all the important topics and was very well-organized. The instructor was very knowledgeable and the course was easy to follow. I would highly recommend it to anyone.
November 21, 2013 - Flag

Lucinda B., Employee Benefits Account Coordinator at United Risk Solutions, Inc
Medford, Oregon Area
I attended the course and was very satisfied with the content. The course was very well-structured and covered all the important topics. The instructor was very knowledgeable and the course was easy to follow.
May 23, 2013 - Flag

Jose G., Associate de Negocios at New Technology Investment
Dominican Republic
I highly recommend this course to anyone who is interested in HIPAA. The course was very well-structured and covered all the important topics. The instructor was very knowledgeable and the course was easy to follow.
November 8, 2013 - Flag

Rhonda C., Environmental Compliance Manager/Paralegal at Brookstone Brothers, Ltd
Tyler, Texas Area
This course was very helpful in understanding HIPAA. The instructor was very knowledgeable and the course was easy to follow. I highly recommend it to anyone who is interested in HIPAA.
March 4, 2013 - Flag

James D., Global IT Training Manager at PA Consulting
London, United Kingdom
I highly recommend this course to anyone who is interested in HIPAA. The course was very well-structured and covered all the important topics. The instructor was very knowledgeable and the course was easy to follow.
July 5, 2013 - Flag

Martin B., Clinical Project Manager at InSightec
Israel
I highly recommend this course to anyone who is interested in HIPAA. The course was very well-structured and covered all the important topics. The instructor was very knowledgeable and the course was easy to follow.
February 10, 2013 - Flag